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+3+ Ted & Austin Radio Show Highlights for October 2, 2019--Show
Highlights: Trump cannot be anti-globalist while appointing globalists! In
depth discussion..
ABC, CBS, NBC, MSNBC, NPR, PBS All Refused to Cover Abortionist Who
Kept 2,246 Aborted Babies
Bible Verses on Abortion & Child Sacrifice
CODENAME ALASKA: Planned Parenthood Opens An 18,000 Sq. Ft. Built In
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“PROLIFE” National Right to Life testifies AGAINST Tennessee bill to ban
all abortions!!!!
“Christian” and Jewish Clergy Bless Abortion Clinic, Claim “God is Present
in This Space”
These People Are Demented – We got to start eating babies!
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++ List of Current Event Prayer Points: For the Defense, Protection and Victory of
all Christians worldwide (especially the persecuted) & also all the Targeted
Individuals (TI’s) Worldwide, Against Project Pogo & Project Zyphr that would
result in the "extermination" of tens of millions of awake Americans, That
President Trump Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law, Against All
Planned Pandemics & Plagues, Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick &
Mosquito Populations, Against the Forced Vaccination Mandates, Against The
Illegal Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up through the US
southern border & already on America Soil, Against the 5G & 6G Rollout & the
20,000 Satellites Being Launched Sending Intense Microwave Radiation Over
Entire Earth, For All Christians to wake up and spread the gospel and push back
against all their freedoms being taken away, Against the slaughter of Christians
worldwide, Against all the witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and
bring in more evil, death and destruction, Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’
implementation, against the plans & wickedness of high level politicians, For
President Trump to do the right thing and enact righteous laws and appoint
righteous people, Against mandatory vaccinations being implemented and that
the truth would come out about them, for the masses to get saved and have eyes
to see, ears to hear and hearts to receive the truth, Against The Full
Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the South African Genocide of Whites,
For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima Nuclear Radiation Contamination &
Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide, Against the Big Brother
Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide, Against Further Vote Rigging, For
Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5 th
Column Sleeper Cell Solders imbedded in America, For Stoppage and Exposure
of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and Canada, For the eradication of
CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle colliders worldwide & the eradication of

the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The eradication and exposure of all Pedovore,
Pedo-predator & all Child Sex trafficking networks worldwide, Against LGBTQ
movement and against the normalization of all child molestation and
sexualization of teens, children & babies, For the protection of all infants,
children, teenager and adults caught in all evil networks, For the eradication of all
adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff film sources and
businesses, For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade, For the eradication
of all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood centers worldwide & the stripping of
all the powers of witchcraft from their owners and employees, For the eradication
worldwide of all Chemtrail programs, Nexrad Doppler Ultrasound weather
manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators & all DEW’s (Directed Energy
Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, For the eradication worldwide of all
planned deep state & Muslim false flag events—Against the wickedness being
openly promoted by the Democrat party and ALL Democrats running for
president—Against the wickedness being perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix,
Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants
and the dominant streaming content producers—Against the pop culture rock
and rap music industry—Against the wicked factions of Modern medicine & the
pharmaceutical & vaccine industry—Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism-Every level of government that has by hijacked by wickedness—Against the
global banking cartels and the 13 families of the Illuminati—Against the wicked
factions of the public universities and public schools.
Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:

“Communications”: companionship, communion
God is in Control--2 Kings 6:14-18
2Ki 6:14 Therefore sent he thither horses, and chariots, and a great host: and they
came by night, and compassed the city about.
2Ki 6:15 And when the servant of the man of God was risen early, and gone forth,
behold, an host compassed the city both with horses and chariots. And his
servant said unto him, Alas, my master! how shall we do?
2Ki 6:16 And he answered, Fear not: for they that be with us are more than they
that be with them.
2Ki 6:17 And Elisha prayed, and said, LORD, I pray thee, open his eyes, that he
may see. And the LORD opened the eyes of the young man; and he saw: and,
behold, the mountain was full of horses and chariots of fire round about Elisha.
2Ki 6:18 And when they came down to him, Elisha prayed unto the LORD, and
said, Smite this people, I pray thee, with blindness. And he smote them with
blindness according to the word of Elisha.
With Talk Of Civil War In The Air, Deep State Sourced Website Is Still Forecasting
A Massive Die-Off By 2025: US Population Projected To Plunge By 227 Million In
Less Than 6 Years - What Does CIA-Sourced Deagel Know That We Don't Know?
With gun sales now going through
the roof as the Politicians show their
true gun-grabbing colors and as
Americans prepare to defend their
loved ones and families against
whatever kind of insanity or tyranny
might be unleashed in America over
the next 2 to 5 years; we must remind
you that according to the globalist
sourced website Deagel.com, by the
year 2025, America's population will
be less than 100 million people.
Let that sink in for a moment. While
America's population in 2017 was
approximately 327 million, according
to a website that uses as its sources
the CIA, the US Department of State,
the US Department of Defense, the
World Bank and the European Union
as seen in the image below,
America's population by 2025 will
only be about 100 million. What does
Deagel know that we don't know? Their numbers also forecast America's financial
destruction by 2025.

While Deagel's explanation for their bizarre forecast which you can read here
emphasizes that America is about to be hit by "a confluence of crisis with
devastating result".
Related:
Talk of "Civil War" in USA; Radio
Host Says CIA and State Dept.
likely to be surrounded, buildings
"stormed," everyone inside killed,
then burned to the ground
The hierarchy of deep state
escalation that may end in the
attempted assassination of
President Trump and engineered
terrorism across
America…”Prepare for massive,
nationwide disruptions: Grid
down, fuel shortages, food lines,
left-wing riots”
NKOREA NUKE TALKS BREAK
DOWN IN LESS THAN DAY
North Korea Tests Missile Toward
Japan; U.S. Tests Minuteman 3
Toward North Korea . . .
USS Ronald Reagan Allegedly SURROUNDED by China Warships on Sept. 24
Iran President REFUSES Phone Call With U.S. President Trump
Bank Crisis Hits India: 'Bank Stops Functioning, People Crying Outside Bank
Branches'
One Million UN Troops Are In Place to Execute a Coup Against the United StatesMilitary Reserves Being Called Up!
From Steve Quayle's Deep Cover Source--In mid-morning, Paul Martin contacted
me with an incomplete report from our mutual friend, John Moore. John's trucker
neighbor had just reported to him that while driving his truck that day, he
encountered heavy movement of massive UN combat vehicles. While Paul was
busy chasing down the leads on this topic, I began to receive reports from
around the country which clearly indicated that a massive movement of both
American military personnel and equipment as well as massive amounts of UN
military personnel and equipment were underway.
Subsequent to the Martin/Moore and scattered reports, Steve Quayle's top source for
intel released information to Steve that he shared with select people. The
following is a reflection of the UN threat that now exists on our soil.
I have been unable to contact Steve Quayle to discuss the revelations that he sent to
me by email. I would copy and paste but I fear exposing a source because of the
possibility of back-tracing the communications. Subsequently, I am going to summarize
the major findings.

The is a force of 750,000 to 1.2 million UN soldiers with equipment on American
soil...
Most of the UN troops were originally spotted in geographic areas associated
with Trump political support. The anticipation was that something is going to
happen to the President that will put angry citizens on the street and the UN
troops will be there waiting for them. (Editor's Note: Please note that this is the
unfolding of the dreaded Kigali Principles I have been warning American citizens
about for over three years. Obama signed these documents in December of 2016,
just prior to leaving office. It grants the UN the authority to enter the United States
to restore order in their image. In other words, this is a coup and a potential civil
war at the same time).
Steve's source stated that many of these troops are now settled into known FEMA
camps (Editor's Note: In the next part in this series, we will discuss what we can
expect, in detail from FEMA camps, under UN rule. If one would like to get out in
front of this material, go to the search engine of The Common Sense Show and
put FM 39.4 into the search engine along with FEMA camps) and one will quickly
see that these camps will be manned by foreign (UN) troops!).
Steve Quayle's revelations are more detailed, but the above captures the main idea of
the severity of the threat. Off handedly, there is substance for the apparent paranoia of
Dave Hodges, Paul Martin, Paul Preston and Steve Quayle. President Trump is
mobilizing the reserves and this information is official and very public.
By the way, Do you recall when AOC recently called for the UN to police the
border? I could go on and on, but I think you get the idea. This is a wellorchestrated plot that is now surfacing because Hillary Clinton, or any other
Democratic Communist can win the presidency.
Civil War seems inevitable at this point. What I would like to know is how these
UN troops got into the United States. I suspect, it is as I reported during the last
Central American invasion, in that the UN was entering the US along with
immigrants. I also reported that the UN asserted their authority over the border
and facilitated, over the objections of the Border Patrol, the entry of gangs of MS13 assassins into the heartland of America.
More to the point, Trump is mobilizing the reserves in response to the UN threat.
All the naysays are now about to choke on their collective gum. Here is the public
proclamation which brings in the Reserves in this country.
We are at war ladies and gentlemen. Here is an excerpt from the Marine Corp
document that calls up the Reserves for domestic deployment.
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/activism-agenda-21-conspiracy/one-millionun-troops-are-place-execute-coup-against-united-states-trump-calling-reservesn
Breaking- UN Sightings From Illinois to California-10 States to Date
Play to 6:53: https://youtu.be/m8Vu5sItRZE
Trucker Alert—Regarding UN Vehicles on US Rails and Roads
Play to 9:29: https://youtu.be/5ML3uERw9dI

With Coming Civil War, The Axis (UN and California) Had to cut Civilian
Communications-Here's What They Just Did--How to Communicate In a Crisis
Play to 25:36: https://youtu.be/A-issqi3lcs?t=584
"READY SAN DIEGO" Possibly Anticipating Martial Law--Authorities Want to
Know If You Are Afraid--ECUADOR IN COMPLETE CHAOS; COUNTRY SHUTDOWN
04 October 2019--The country of Ecuador is suffering civic chaos on such a
massive scale, the entire country has shut down. Airports are closed. Buses,
Taxis and Trains not running. Food shipments are not moving and people are in
the streets protesting.
Streets are filled with protesters over government cutting-off fuel subsidies,
which caused the price of fuel to triple.
A $4.5 billion loan (that they didn't want) has forced the fuel subsidies to be
removed and the price of fuel including propane has almost tripled.
Rafael Correa wanted to fast-track development projects when he was president of
Ecuador, so he borrowed billions of dollars from China. But the loans have come back
to haunt his successor, Lenin Moreno, who will go hat in hand to China this month to
seek more flexible terms and breathing space."
It's China and the loan scam they have been doing all around the world to gain assets
when these corrupt politicians take loans that everyone knows they can't pay back. It's
basically selling your country to China.
People are having to take dirt back-roads to meet-up with people just to get food. Also
these are just the "wealthy" who are able to stockup, the poor will be crushed by this if
something isn't done.
Taxi services down, families separated everywhere, workers unable to return home
from work.
Hal Turner Analysis
When each country of South America falls like dominoes, you can count the days
before their trouble becomes ours.
So many people responding to international problems such as Hong Kong,
France, Venezuela, and now Ecuador -- with laughter and mocking them as if it
will have no effect on the U.S., are very shortsighted.
We now have Iraq turning into a civil war zone as well.
It's all going in a very bad direction and this wave will eventually hit our shores.
Ecuador's next door neighbor Peru also getting stirred up.
That's three adjacent countries (including Venezuela).
Brazil is on the edge, Argentina seems to be in perpetual financial trouble.
Colombia and Chile holding it together so far but if the whole continent goes full
retard then what?
Play: https://youtu.be/QauzJa43nN8?t=101
+2+ U.S. Marines reserve units activated for “emergency within the United States”
which “will come with little warning” – cites “threats in the Homeland”
BREAKING NEWS: UNITED STATES MILITARY RECEIVES ORDERS ON
DEPLOYMENT *** WITHIN USA *** TO ASSIST CIVIL AUTHORITIES

Things just got incredibly serious here in the United States. With widespread talk
of "Civil War" potentially breaking out in America, the United States Marine Corps
was issued the signed ORDER, shown below, on deploying inside the United
States to assist civilian authorities in event of an "emergency."
This is the first tangible proof that people inside FedGov are extremely concerned
about events taking place inside the country; and what may develop here in
America. There are also rumors of a financial collapse potentially happening
which would see government implode on its own debt. If that took place,
government could no longer fund welfare and food stamps, and THAT could also
trigger widespread troubles.
Right now, all this is speculation. I am endeavoring to get facts.
Read now, the ORDER signed yesterday, October 3, 2019 covering deployment of
US Marines to assist civil authorities:
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/breakingnews-united-states-military-receives-order-on-deployment-within-usa-to-assistcivil-authorities
BREAKING NEWS UPDATE concerning a directive involving the United States
Marine Corps reserve units via MARADMINS number 550/19, signed on Oct. 3,
2019, authorized by Brigadier General Daniel L. Shipley, Director, Manpower
Plans and Policy.
Notably, Brigadier General Daniel L. Shipley was nominated by President Trump
for the rank of major general, according to a Jan. 16, 2019 Defense.gov press
announcement. Before serving in his current role, Shipley served as the deputy
director, Program Analysis and Evaluation, Department of Programs and
Resources for the U.S. Marines.
This new order is summarized as, “MARINES ORDERED TO ACTIVE DUTY ISO
DEFENSE SUPPORT OF CIVIL AUTHORITIES.” (The term “ISO” means In Support
Of.”) (See full text of the order here.)
Note: There is disinfo being circulated about this order, claiming it was cancelled,
but the cancelled order is 300/14, not 500/19. In fact, this new order 500/19
replaces a lot of previous orders, reestablishing the urgency of the situation and
making sure any action to defend the Homeland is authorized by orders that are
in good standing.
Many observers are concerned that with Democrats like Rep. Tlaib openly talking
about which prisons to use for imprisoning President Trump and his cabinet, and
with Hillary Clinton positioning herself to run for president, and with the IG’s FISA
abuses report set to drop in a few weeks, the deep state Democrats have reached
a point of desperation where they may attempt to initiate a “hot coup” (kinetic
engagement, arrest or execution of the President and his Cabinet) to avoid going
to prison themselves.
https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-10-06-u-s-marines-reserve-units-ordered-toactivate-for-emergency-within-the-united-states.html
Rashida Tlaib Calls For Mass Political Arrests, Democrats Comply By
Immediately Doing This…

Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QeawFy9Z5fk&feature=youtu.be
Whose Side Are the Marine Corps Reservists On?
Play to 10:25: https://youtu.be/vFWfwHClNG4?t=1
Why Are These Russians Near Lusk, Wyoming
Play: https://youtu.be/GI9o3sO97-E?t=77
More in-depth look:
The Russian Scissors Strategy Is Being Used to Conquer America (Pt 1)
Sunday, September 29, 2019
The Russian Scissors Strategy Is Being Used to Conquer America (Pt 2)
The UN Plan to Break Apart and Occupy America Following the Red Dawn
Invasion
Russia and China Will Make Their Stand In Venezuela
Militia's Activating All Across The Country!! We Are Approaching Civil War?
Play to 7:00 with commentary: https://youtu.be/0edbVmIiZs8
The Coming Rebellion, Civil War and Balkanization of the United States
Play to 14:14: https://youtu.be/gSPYjPrJhVs
Breaking Update: Blustering Before the Inevitable
Play to 6:49: https://youtu.be/Pn_EYAhl6Vs?t=139
This Abominable Chart Should Destroy Globalism And Launch The Biggest Tax
Protest In America Since The Boston Tea Party - Americans Are Financing
Globalism To A Tune Of Over $50 Billion Every Year!

This new story over at CNS News reports that
Americans spent more money on taxes in 2018, than
on food, clothing and health care combined, with the
average American 'consumer unit' (which include
families, single persons living alone or sharing a
household with others but who are financially
independent, or two or more persons living together
who share major expenses) spending $18,617.93 on
taxes over the year while during the same time
period, they were spending only an average of
$14,758.11 on 'basic necessities'.
With those numbers helping to show part of the
reason why so many Americans are now in financial
trouble, as this new story at the Organic Prepper
reports, 60% of Americans do NOT even have an
emergency fund and so are only one paycheck away
from disaster. And as Steve Quayle mentioned, that
means approximately 196 million Americans,
including family members, are closing on in very
difficult times.
And with so many Americans, more than half the
country, so close to hurting so badly we must ask,
why does the US government spend SO MUCH
taxpayer money on 'globalist programs'? As we'll
see in the graphic that we've embedded directly
below that ANP reader OkyDoky had recently posted to this ANP comment
section, the American taxpayers are pretty much financing the entire world with
over $50 billion paid in foreign aid to other nations in 2017 according to this
Wikipedia entry.
So while US cities are falling apart, especially those run by Democrats as we've
reported time and again, transformed into disease-ridden wastelands under
Democrat rule, and 60% of Americans only one missed paycheck away from
disaster, why in the world are we giving SO MUCH MONEY AWAY to foreign
nations? Imagine the kinds of projects that could be accomplished in America
with that $50 billion if spent the 'right way' and not frittered away by corrupt
politicians on their own 'pet projects'. Or better yet, just lower or eliminate taxes
all together and let the American people keep their own hard earned money rather
than giving it away to other countries who obviously don't have America's best
interests in mind.
With the chart above showing just how incredibly much money is being paid by
the American taxpayer to help finance globalists programs, with the US taxpayer
financing practically the entire world, including nations that surely don't have our
best interests in mind, why is America still sending hundreds of millions of
dollars to nations such as Russia while still sinking billions into 'bottomless
money pits' like Iraq and Afghanistan?
And while we see in the next chart below showing President Trump's proposed

2020 budget that US foreign aid money only makes up 3% of our total budget
expenses (under 'State and International' - $43 billion), that amount is still nearly
as much as the $44 billion we spend on financing our Housing & Urban
Development Department and MUCH more than we spend on the Department of
Energy and TWICE AS MUCH as we spend on each of the following US Govt
Department's: Transportation, Justice and Agriculture.
So when American roads are falling apart due to massive potholes and disrepair
and our nation's infrastructure falls apart while our food supply dwindles, we
should think about just how much money paid by the US taxpayer is being sent
overseas to government's run by dictators who'll do who knows exactly what with
it.
And an interesting side note to this chart and a recent ANP story. With our
Department of Defense's proposed 2020 budget set at $718 billion, 57% of all of
our outgoing expenditures, Deagel's forecast for America having a military
budget of ONLY $32 billion by the year 2025 should open some eyes! As we had
asked in this October 1st ANP story, "what does Deagel know that we don't
know?" Deagle clearly forecasts 'the collapse' ahead, and likely by the year 2025,
that most still refuse to see.
So with America spending more on
propping up government's overseas
and dictators who'd rather see
Americans dead than alive than we
do on many of our own internal US
government departments as seen in
the graphic from the National
Priorities Project above, it's easy to
see how Americans are getting the
short end of the stick, especially
when they're paying more money
towards taxes yearly than food,
housing and other basic
necessities.
Where Do Your Hard Earned Tax Dollars Really Go?
If you think the IRS is lawful & that your Income Tax goes to running the United
States watch: America: Freedom to Fascism:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6ayb02bwp0
And where do the income taxes that are collected actually go? In 1982, President
Ronald Reagan formed The President's Private Sector Survey On Cost Control, an
independent panel of 160 of the country's top business leaders headed by Peter
Grace and known as The Grace Commission, in order to find ways to cut federal
spending.
In their report submitted to President Reagan on January 15, 1984, this blueribbon panel stated the following, quoting directly from page 12 of their report:
"Resistance to additional income taxes would be even more widespread if people
were aware that one-third of all their taxes are consumed by waste and

inefficiency in the Federal government as previously identified. With two-thirds of
everyone's personal income taxes wasted or not collected, 100% of what is
collected is absorbed solely by interest on the federal debt ... in other words, all
individual income tax revenues are gone before one nickel is spent on the
services taxpayers expect from the government."
More Facts Regarding the IRS:
1. The IRS is not a U.S. Government Agency. It is an Agency of the IMF.
(Diversified Metal Products v. IRS et al. CV-93-405E-EJE U.S.D.C.D.I., Public Law
94-564, Senate Report 94-1148 pg. 5967, Reorganization Plan No. 26, Public Law
102-391.)
2. The IMF is an Agency of the United Nations. (Blacks Law Dictionary 6th Ed. Pg.
816)
3. The U.S. Has not had a Treasury since 1921. (41 Stat. Ch.214 pg. 654)
4. The U.S. Treasury is now the IMF. (Presidential Documents Volume 29-No.4 pg.
113, 22 U.S.C. 285-288)
What's the big deal about the Fed? For starters, it's not (contrary to popular
belief) a part of the government. It's privately owned...which means the United
States does not control its own money supply.
The Fed was created around the same time that the US adopted such charming
practices as taxing the income of working people and conscripting its citizens
against their will to fight and die in overseas wars. Who really rules America? It's
not who you think.
Watch “Money as Debt”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4It8bMdqs0M
Pro 11:1 A false balance is abomination to the LORD: but a just weight is his
delight.
Pro 16:11 A just weight and balance are the LORD'S: all the weights of the bag are
his work.
Pro 20:23 Divers weights are an abomination unto the LORD; and a false balance
is not good.
-------------------------------------------------Federal income tax exposed as theater: Why the government doesn't really need
your tax dollars
(NaturalNews) It's tax season again, and much of the U.S. population is busy filling out
tax forms to send their hard-earned money to Washington. The crazy thing about this
bizarre ritual is that it's based on a myth: the U.S. government doesn't need your tax
dollars to fund its operations at all!
In this latest episode of Awakenings, I explain exactly why the government doesn't
need your money and why the tax code is actually a system of social engineering
rather than revenue generation.
Click here to watch the short video now, covering:
• Why the idea that your tax dollars are needed to fund the government is a myth.
• How the federal government can -- and does -- create trillions of dollars out of
nothing when it wants to (for bailing out wealthy banks).
• Why the real purpose of the IRS tax code is to exist as a tool of social control
where behaviors can be punished or rewarded by lawmakers and special
interests.

• How money is created as a debt burden against the People.
• Why the federal income tax could be abolished overnight -- and the government
would never run out of money.
• How abolishing all federal income taxes could revolutionize the U.S. economy
and create millions of jobs, supporting small businesses, local jobs, investment,
savings and more.
• How to government is already creating over $1 trillion a year in new money
that's handed over to wealthy banks and injected into the economy.
------------------------------------------------------------

One of the last things John F. Kennedy did before he was assassinated was declare his
intention to reform the central banking system of the United States. No connection
between these two events?
Congressman Louis McFadden, Chairman of the House Banking and Currency
Committee from 1927-33, opposed the Federal Reserve System. There were three
reported attempts on his life before he finally died of "heart failure."
Here's what he said about the Federal Reserve from the floor of Congress:
"Mr. Chairman, we have in this Country one of the most corrupt institutions the world
has ever known. I refer to the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks,
hereinafter called the Fed.
The Fed has cheated the Government of these United States and the people of the
United States out of enough money to pay the Nation's debt. The depredations
and iniquities of the Fed has cost enough money to pay the National debt several
times over.
This evil institution has impoverished and ruined the people of these United States, has
bankrupted itself, and has practically bankrupted our Government. It has done this
through the defects of the law under which it operates, through the mal-administration of
that law by the Fed and through the corrupt practices of the moneyed vultures who
control it."
Most illegal crossings in 12 years: Border Patrol took 851,000 into custody...
Border Patrol agents working along the United States-Mexico border took into
custody approximately 851,000 people in the U.S. government’s fiscal 2019,
marking the highest number of arrests since 2007, according to federal data
exclusively obtained by the Washington Examiner.
+3+ Ted & Austin Radio Show Highlights for October 2, 2019--Show Highlights:
Trump cannot be anti-globalist while appointing globalists! In depth discussion..
Play From 20:15 to 38:41: http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/Ted_Broer/100219.mp3
ABC, CBS, NBC, MSNBC, NPR, PBS All Refused to Cover Abortionist Who Kept
2,246 Aborted Babies
The grotesque nature of abortion and the industry that profits from it is routinely
hidden by the national press beneath a gauzy layer of rhetorical blather about a
“woman’s right to choose.” It’s drummed into the public daily: Abortion is a
precious civil right, a sacrament of feminism, not really death, let alone murder.

But look no further than the discovery
of more than 2,200 dead babies in the
Illinois garage of a recently deceased
abortionist named Ulrich Klopfer.
They told us Dr. Kermit Gosnell was
one of a kind in his creepy storage of
dead-baby parts in jars. It turns out he
was a piker. Klopfer stored each
“fetus” in a plastic bag full of medicalgrade preservative, put them in boxes
– more than 70 boxes, from the garage
floor to the ceiling.
Indiana’s Attorney General reports that records indicate these babies lost their
lives between 2000 and 2002, when Dr. Klopfer operated three abortion clinics –
in Fort Wayne, Gary, and South Bend. One man told Fox News that his mother,
who was Klopfer’s neighbor, always wondered what was in all those boxes.
Only Fox News cared about this revolting story. CNN gave it 30 seconds on a
weekend, and The New York Times offered one story deep inside the paper on
page A-22. ABC, CBS, NBC, MSNBC, NPR, PBS? The same networks that wailed
for hours about the inhumanity of illegal migrant “kids in cages” had no interest
in something a thousandfold more horrific.
Bible Verses on Abortion & Child Sacrifice
Deu 27:25 Cursed be he that taketh reward to slay an innocent person. And all the
people shall say, Amen.
Pro 8:36 But he that sinneth against me wrongeth his own soul: all they that hate
me love death.
Psa 106:37 Yea, they sacrificed their sons and their daughters unto devils, Psa
106:38 And shed innocent blood, even the blood of their sons and of their
daughters, whom they sacrificed unto the idols of Canaan: and the land was
polluted with blood.
Pro 6:16 These six things doth the LORD hate: yea, seven are an abomination
unto him: Pro 6:17 A proud look, a lying tongue, and hands that shed innocent
blood,
Isa 59:6 …their works are works of iniquity, and the act of violence is in their
hands. Isa 59:7 Their feet run to evil, and they make haste to shed innocent
blood: their thoughts are thoughts of iniquity; wasting and destruction are in their
paths.
Deu 19:9 If thou shalt keep all these commandments to do them, which I
command thee this day, to love the LORD thy God, and to walk ever in his
ways…Deu 19:10 That innocent blood be not shed in thy land, which the LORD
thy God giveth thee for an inheritance, and so blood be upon thee.

CODENAME ALASKA: Planned Parenthood Opens An 18,000 Sq. Ft. Built In
Secret ‘Mega-Clinic’ Capable Of Performing Over 11,000 Abortions Per Year
Planned Parenthood just opened a massive new abortion facility in Illinois that is
capable of cranking out a minimum of 11,000 abortions per year, and like all
criminals they worked under the cover of darkness, laboring night and day in
secret. They called it 'Codename: Alaska', and it is now one of the largest
abortion facilities anywhere in the country. Planned Parenthood said they expect
to 'start operations' (meaning mass murder of babies!!) in the next few weeks.
The Nazis had cute little codenames too when they wanted to discreetly refer to
the wholesale slaughter of the people they were 'processing'.
"And thou shalt not let any of thy seed pass through the fire to Molech, neither
shalt thou profane the name of thy God: I am the LORD." Leviticus 18:21 (KJV)
We have arrived in a day and time, the biblical last days foretold in prophecy,
where evil would rise and the power of darkness would envelope the land. The
Planned Parenthood facility here brags about how many they can 'process' per
day, and that they are willing to kill babies up to 6 months old. And those are the
'selling points' of how 'efficient' their new death camp is. And you thought the
Nazis were cold blooded, if they were still around and watching Planned
Parenthood, they would be asking them for pointers.
Planned Parenthood has been building a secret abortion "mega-clinic" in Illinois
FROM CBS NEWS: The new location is just 13 miles away from Missouri's last
remaining abortion clinic, a facility in St. Louis fighting to keep its license. Since August
2018, Planned Parenthood has used a shell company to construct the facility, leaving
no public trace that the former medical office would become one of the largest abortion
clinics in the country.
Colleen McNicholas, the chief medical officer of Planned Parenthood of the St. Louis
Region and Southwest Missouri, said the facility was built in secret to avoid
protestors and delays. Other Planned Parenthood projects had run into problems
once the public realized the construction was for an abortion provider. In one
instance, a communications company had refused to install telephone and data
lines; in another, a cabinet maker never delivered an order, McNicholas said. In

Birmingham, Alabama, protestors targeted Planned Parenthood's suppliers,
flooding their social media accounts with fake negative reviews.
"Our supporters, our patients (they mean the future dead babies and childless
mothers!!), the board, everyone is so committed to the mission of being present in
Missouri and taking the responsibility to provide access to abortion for
Missourians in the place they live," she said. "Although I am confident it will be a
fight, we will continue to show up to that fight."
"We were really intentional and thoughtful about making sure that we were able to
complete this project as expeditiously as possible because we saw the writing on the
wall — patients need better access, so we wanted to get it open as quickly as we
could," McNicholas said during an interview with CBS News.
THE NEGRO PROJECT: FAR LEFT LIBERALS ARE SILENT AS IT’S SHOWN THE
#1 KILLER OF BLACKS IN AMERICA IS PLANNED PARENTHOOD AND THEIR
RACIST AGENDA
Planned Parenthood expects the facility to
begin taking patients later this month. In
the meantime, the organization's St.
Louis location said it planned to double
its clinic escort staff on Wednesday in
anticipation of increased protests.
With a newly conservative Supreme Court,
access to abortion has come under fire
across the South and Midwest, where state lawmakers have raced to pass laws that
ban the procedure in hopes of overturning Roe v. Wade, the 1973 Supreme Court
case that effectively legalized the procedure. READ MORE
“PROLIFE” National Right to Life testifies AGAINST Tennessee bill to ban all
abortions!!!!
NASHVILLE, August 19, 2019 (LifeSiteNews) – As Tennessee lawmakers debate their
latest proposal to end abortion in the state, America’s most prominent “pro-life”
lobbying group is condemning the measure as “irrational” and “foolish.”
Like other states, Tennessee has been considering legislation to ban abortion once a
fetal heartbeat can be detected. Earlier this summer it was amended into an even
bolder proposal: banning virtually all abortions by defining “viability” to mean
“that a male human sperm has penetrated the zona pellucida of the female ovum
or the detection of a heartbeat in an unborn child.”
Starting effectively at conception, the bill would make committing an abortion a Class C
felony and revoke a violator’s medical license in all cases except to prevent the “death
of the pregnant woman or to prevent serious risk of substantial and irreversible
impairment of a major bodily function of the pregnant woman.”
However, during packed legislative hearings earlier this month, National Right to
Life Committee (NRLC) general counsel James Bopp testified against the bill, the
Nashville Tennessean report.
“It’s not a matter of whether these judges are pro-life,” Bopp argued. “It’s the
reality that they have an obligation to follow precedent. And there’s simply no

question that pre-viability prohibitions are unconstitutional [...] We have
precedent we cannot avoid with a clever legal argument."
He admonished the bill’s viability provision as “irrational” language that “makes
us look foolish. And I do not want to look foolish."
Psalm 82: 1 God standeth in the congregation of the mighty… 2 How long will ye
judge unjustly, and accept the persons of the wicked? Selah. 3 Defend the poor
and fatherless: do justice to the afflicted and needy. 4 Deliver the poor and needy:
rid them out of the hand of the wicked.
Matthew 18:10 - Take heed that ye despise not one of these little ones; for I say
unto you, That in heaven their angels do always behold the face of my Father
which is in heaven.
Mark 9:37 - Whosoever shall receive one of such children in my name, receiveth
me: and whosoever shall receive me, receiveth not me, but him that sent me.
Psalms 127:3 - Lo, children [are] an heritage of the LORD: [and] the fruit of the
womb [is his] reward.
NRLC has faced criticism in the past for allegedly putting the priorities of the
Republican establishment ahead of the pro-life cause, from opposing federal
heartbeat legislation and putting its weight behind policies unrelated to abortion,
to pressuring lawmakers and affiliates to support rape and incest exceptions, and
even pro-abortion Republicans such as Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-AK).
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/national-right-to-life-testifies-against-tennessee-billto-ban-all-abortions
“Christian” and Jewish Clergy Bless Abortion Clinic, Claim “God is Present in
This Space”
Calling killing unborn babies “sacred work,” a group of clergy gathered Tuesday
to bless an Austin, Texas abortion
facility.
The Huffington Post reports the Religious
Coalition for Reproductive Choice and
Texas Freedom Network organized the
event at the Whole Woman’s Health, an
abortion chain known for numerous
health and safety violations.
“The first and foremost goal was to say
that we support you and the work that
you’re doing, especially in a state where
you’re constantly having to meet new
regulations or deal with critics and
protesters,” Rev. Amelia Fulbright, a campus minister in Austin, told the news
outlet.
She said they organized the “blessing” to encourage the patients as well as the
abortion workers.
“As people of faith, it’s not that we think we’re bringing God to this place; we
believe God is already present in that space,” Fulbright told the news outlet. “But

it’s to ask for prayers of safety, healing and peace, to infuse the space with an
energy that is life-giving for women, a lot of whom are in an anxious time.”
The Rev. Katey Zeh, executive director of the Religious Coalition for Reproductive
Choice, said they believe abortion is “sacred work.”
“The Whole Woman’s Health clinic in Austin is also a blessed space, not only
because of our ritual of blessing on Tuesday but because providing reproductive
health services has always been sacred work,” Zeh wrote at the Religion News
Service.
She said ten clergy representing Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Unitarian
Universalists, United Church of Christ, Disciples of Christ and Reform and
Reconstructionist Jews participated in the event.
For Fulbright, one of the most meaningful moments was nursing her infant child
while “blessing” a place where so many other helpless babies are hacked up in
the womb!!!!!
The pro-abortion clergy claimed they hold the moral high ground, saying they
want to be compassionate to pregnant women who are struggling and that
compassion means supporting the brutal killing of unborn babies.
“Because our prophetic teachings emphasize caring for our neighbors,
progressive faith communities are called to respond to pregnant people with
compassion and affirmation,” Zeh said. “We know that making reproductive
decisions can be hard work spiritually and emotionally, yet we believe God
accepts the decisions of conscience each person makes.”
Psalm 94:16&20: "Who will rise up for me against the evildoers? or who will stand
up for me against the workers of iniquity?…Shall the throne of iniquity have
fellowship with thee, which frameth mischief by a law?"
Matthew 7:15: "Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing,
but inwardly they are ravening wolves."
Titus 1:15b-16: "...unto them that are defiled and unbelieving is nothing pure; but
even their mind and conscience is defiled. They profess that they know God; but
in works they deny him, being abominable, and disobedient, and unto every good
work reprobate.
II Corinthians 11:13-15: For such are false apostles, deceitful workers,
transforming themselves into the apostles of Christ. And no marvel; for Satan
himself is transformed into an angel of light. Therefore it is no great thing if his
ministers also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness; whose end shall
be according to their works.
II Peter 2:17-19: "These are wells without water, clouds that are carried with a
tempest; to whom the mist of darkness is reserved for ever. For when they speak
great swelling words of vanity, they allure through the lusts of the flesh, through
much wantonness, those that were clean escaped from them who live in error.
While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption:
for of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage."
These People Are Demented – We got to start eating babies!

AOC’s townhall: At a recent town hall AOC
was confronted with a constituent’s
proposal to add the eating of children as
part of the Green New Deal Platform. “We
got to start eating babies! We don’t have
enough time!”
Play to 1:55:
https://youtu.be/JZrgzxminQU?t=31

Greta Thunberg: The Ideal NWO Model Slave, Mouthpiece & Puppet
Sickly--Vaccine Brain Damaged—Brainwashed--Stunted Growth--Vegan
Malnourished
One Comment read: Ricky Mathieson I'd like to point out one important thing. This sort
of propaganda relies on one thing. That those opposed to it begin criticizing the
figurehead of the propaganda, which is this girl.
This propaganda is designed in such a way to have the opposition attacking the girl,
and the other side rising to defend her. Most adults would defend a child, naturally.
And when someone not familiar with
the science of climate change see's
this, they naturally side with the
child.
There's plenty of science showing
that global warming is a hoax and a
fake political ideology. We should
focus more on spreading the
science, rather than hating the
figurehead. Because that's just
playing right into their hands.
Puberty-blocking drugs given to transgender kids have killed at least 6,370 of
them, FDA report finds
October 02, 2019 (Natural News) New
data released by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) reveals that
since the year 2012, more than 40,000
people have suffered adverse
reactions from taking the hormoneblocking pharmaceutical Lupron,
while at least 6,370 people have died
since 2014 from taking the drug.
Commonly prescribed to children
who’ve been manipulated into
believing that they’re “transgenders”
in need of a chemical “sex change,” Lupron has reportedly caused more than
25,500 “serious” reactions in patients just in the last five years, according to the

FDA. Many of these adverse reactions appear to have occurred in patients who
were prescribed the drug for off-label uses, such as in transgender “therapy.”
The pediatric version of the drug is also largely mislabeled, as it comes with
minimal warnings about long-term side effects, some of which could be
irreversible. Such irreversible side effects include permanent damage to the
endocrine system, which is responsible for producing the sex hormones that
sustain life.
The FDA has known for at least two years that Lupron isn’t safe, especially for young
children. The agency announced back in 2017 that it was “conducting a specific review
of nervous system and psychiatric events in association with the use of GnRH agonists,
[a class of drugs] including Lupron, in pediatric patients.”
However, nothing thus far has come out of this alleged inquiry, which first came
about as a result of questions that were raised by Kaiser Health News and Reveal
from the Center for Investigative Reporting, including why so many children who
are being given Lupron now suffer from persistent seizures.
In the United States alone in 2017, prescriptions for Lupron raked in about $669
million. And with gender dysphoria on the rise due to rampant transgender
indoctrination, that number is likely to skyrocket even more.
For more related news about how social engineers are using LGBTQ propaganda
to destroy children’s lives while making pharmaceutical companies obscenely
rich, be sure to check out Evil.news.
https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-10-02-puberty-blocking-drugs-have-killedtransgender-kids.html
Diet Coke Exposed: What Happens One Hour After Drinking Diet Coke, Coke Zero
Or Any Other Similar Diet Soda

